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Abstract— In real entity, data security plays a vital role 

where confidentiality, authentication, integrity, non-

repudiation are given significance. The universal 

performance for providing concealment of transferred data 

is cryptography. This Armstrong number and color code 

algorithm delivers a technique to encrypt the statistics using 

a crucial key involving Armstrong numbers and colors code 

matrix as the password. Three set of crucial are used to offer 

secure data conveyance with the color coding as vital 

security component hereby providing authentication. 

Encryption and decryption necessitate the use of specific 

secret information, usually referred to as a crucial key. The 

data to be encrypted is called as ordinary text. The encrypted 

data achieved as a consequence of encryption process is 

called as secret text. Depending on the encryption 

contrivance, the same crucial key might be used for both 

encryption and decryption, for the other mechanisms, the 

keys used for encryption and decryption might be dissimilar. 

Any color code is the permutation of three primary colors 

green, Red and Blue in fixed magnitudes. A color code is 

kept in a personal computer in form of three numbers 

demonstrating the quantities of Green, Red and Blue 

respectively.  Each pixel is symbolized as values for Green, 

Red and Blue. Thus any color code can be uniquely 

represented in the three dimensional RGB cube as values of 

Red, Green and Blue. Thus, current methodologies make use 

of color codes values assist as a password for initial 

validation, certification and encryption decryption 

processes.           
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Text  

I. INTRODUCTION 

In today’s world major concern is transferring data through 

unsecure network. To ensure the security of data while 

transferring through unsecure network, there are several 

types of technique used. Popular technique used worldwide 

i.e. Cryptography. Cryptography involves converting plain 

text to some unreadable form. This unreadable form of data 

is then transmitted over the unsecured network. 

Cryptography mainly consists of encryption and decryption 

of the data. Encryption-Decryption is one of the techniques 

which quite popular. But, the complexity involved in this 

technique doesn’t allow its users to apply it in an easier way. 

Now, if we look into the detailed context of this technique 

then we may observe that there are number of ways which 

allows the user to encrypt the private information [1] [2]. By 

taking into account the extent to which the data contained, in 

today’s world major concern is transferring data through 

unsecure network. To ensure the security of data while 

transferring through unsecure network, there are several 

types of technique used. Popular technique used worldwide 

i.e. Cryptography. Cryptography involves converting plain 

text to some unreadable form. This unreadable form of data 

is then transmitted over the unsecured network. 

Cryptography mainly consists of encryption and decryption 

of the data. Encryption-Decryption is one of the techniques 

which quite popular. But, the complexity involved in this 

technique doesn’t allow its users to apply it in a easier way. 

Now, if we look into the detailed context of this technique 

then we may observe that there are number of ways which 

allows the user to encrypt the private information [1] [2]. By 

taking into account the extent to which the data contained in 

the emails can be misused (whether working online or 

offline) prime importance for providing security, offline 

email usage to both online as well as offline. Emails are a 

very important form of communication in day to day life. 

Many transactions and important information transfers as 

well as simple communications take place through emails. 

Thus, protecting the data contained in the emails [3]. 

Encryption and Decryption process applies to both data as 

well as its key. So that two way security is provided to the 

application. After successful authentication, data is 

encrypted by random Armstrong number and at the same 

time Armstrong number gets encrypted. Now for both these 

encrypted data and key, current system timestamp is 

attached. So whenever receiver gets both the data he can 

easily recognize which key is for which data. Then 

encrypted key is decrypted by sender’s public key and that 

resulted Armstrong number is used to decrypt actual data. 

So it is difficult to hack the data and steal it. Once hacker 

steals the data, then he must have key to encrypt that data 

with its timestamp. If hackers get both data and key then he 

must know.  

The repose in this paper has been organized as 

follows. In Section 2 describe existing performances. 

Section 3 grants methodology that clears our approach. 

Section 4 clarifies results and Section 5 provided a 

conclusion. 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Number of existing systems methods are there for providing 

the password for the system. In this section we call some of 

current approaches and equate them with required 

methodology. 

A. Data Security in Message Passing using Armstrong: 

Especially this technique makes use of Armstrong number 

while encrypting and decrypting the data. In this algorithm 

we use digital signature hence this algorithm defend against 

man-in-middle attack and provide more security. Message 

passing makes use of Diffie-Hellman key exchange 

algorithm for exchanging key between sender and receiver 

[6]. Diffie-Hellman key exchange algorithm involves 

expensive exponential operations. 

B. Secure Message Using Armstrong Number And 

Authentication Using Colors: 

Colors code matrix combination with Armstrong numbers   

are used for the authentication resolution. The array of color 
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is 20 to 223.This 8 bits for each color. Required model uses 

24bits, to encrypt the data set of three key values are added 

to the original color values. This encrypted color acts as a 

password. To increase the strength of algorithm 4 digits 

Armstrong number is used for cryptography, an Armstrong 

number can be length from its limitations and can be 

increased if necessary for security purpose [7]. The speed of 

execution is slow because the file size after encryption is 

much larger than original file. 

C. Security Using Colors and Armstrong Numbers: 

A minimum interval of 8 bits for Armstrong numbers can be 

involved in this technique. The given minimum key interval 

reduces the efforts taken to encrypt the records. The key 

interval can be improved if it is needed, with increase in 

character interval. This technique also raises the complexity 

thus providing increased network security [1]. This 

technique describes more space requirement on server side 

due to reason of RSA algorithm. 

D. Cryptography Using Armstrong Numbers and Colors: 

Technique is provided in which Color code and an 

Armstrong number was need for encryption of data. It 

describes a technique to encrypt the required data using a 

crucial key involving Armstrong numbers and Color code 

combination. Central server computer is castoff to provide 

secure proposed Authentication and integrity between the 

users. Three set of crucial provides more security i.e. on 

larger scale when data is transferred [2]. Cryptography 

concept required more memory on server side. 

E. Securing E-Mails in XML Format Using Colors and 

Armstrong Numbers: 

Domain Keys Identified Mail (DKIM) protects indicated 

headers, only sending the data between the sender and the 

receiver. It happens to found data to possible impersonation 

attacks and profiling of the email communication and 

inspire phishing and spam activities. SHA-1 has strong 

collision resistance as it is computationally infeasible to find 

any pair (x, y) [3]. The minimum number of bits taken place 

in n (n in RSA) should be 2048. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

An Armstrong numbers is used here where it is the addition 

of cubes of digits in the number which is equal to its original 

number. There are 5000 their only five Armstrong Numbers 

are there so the hackers can easily and this. Armstrong is 

known to all and it is used widely in the mathematical and in 

the guard process. The sender is known of the necessary 

receiver to whom the data has to be sent to the sender. 

Password is the unique color of the receiver. Original color 

values to the set of three key values are added and encrypted 

at the sender’s side. Password is the encrypted color. 

A. Problem Statement: 

Ideally data transmitted over network should be secure 

enough and should not tamper. Unfortunately, in today’s 

world it is difficult to transmit data over network operating. 

For that given called network security providing various 

example that are taken such as Graphical keyword, text 

centered password, 3Dimensional password etc. according 

to these type of password have certain type of limitations 

such that layout, price tag and absence of information, thus 

to overcome this problem one solution would be use of 

colors and Armstrong numbers to increase the security on 

online transmitted data. 

B. Problem Definition: 

Whenever we transmit the data in this network, any 

unauthorized person can read this data. In order to provide 

security to data generally sender will encrypt the data and 

send it the intended person and the receiver will decrypt the 

encrypted data and uses. Cryptography is the art and science 

of encrypting the data or information in such a way that no-

one apart from the sender and intended recipient even 

realizes the real data, a form of security is given with 

reference of insignificance. Cryptography disguise that the 

original text, as it things, the reality that it is not the actual 

data. The current system does not provide a responsive 

environment to encrypt or decrypt the data. In cryptography, 

an original data is converted into the Cipher text schemes. 

The at last data obtained is cipher text. If it is hacked by an 

attacker then he can easily superimpose the shares and get 

the secrete data. To overcome this scenario we are 

encrypting data with color and Armstrong number as secret 

key provides double layer protection for data. There is 

several types of techniques to Encryption exists but these 

algorithms haves various disadvantages. There are many 

secret-key encryption methods that are significantly faster 

than any currently available public-key encryption and 

decryption techniques. This unrestricted-key cryptography 

can be used with secret-key cryptography to get the best 

world. For encryption and decryption, the best current 

solution is to combine public-key and secret-key 

cryptography in order to get both the security advantages of 

public-key systems and the speed advantages of secret-key. 

In this algorithm more memory is required on server side. 

The speed of execution is slow because the file size after 

encryption is several times then the original size. 

 
Fig. 1: Architecture of Armstrong numbers and Colors code 

matrix technique. 

Figure.1 explains about all the phases during these 

pre-processing Methods, during the first time performing the 

substitution process by assigning the ASCII equivalent to 

the characters. Modification process is performed by using 
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matrices as in and Armstrong number. And the receiver is 

authorized by the use of his unique color. 

C. Color Codes and Armstrong Number Description: 

(Color code encryption) 

Let suppose, 

1) Step 1: we need to send the data. 

2) Step 2: first we have to encrypt the color using 

following strategies: Now sender is responsive 

about receiver’s color code and to whom he needs 

to send the data. If receiver’s color codes are {137, 

55 ,70} and key are {3,7,9} as at the period of 

encryption user add key codes to plain color values, 

key values will get added in specific format. 

3) Step 3: (Encryption of the original text) 

Let the message to be transmitted be: 

“C O L O R C O D E M A T R I X”. 

The values of ASCII equivalent are found of the 

given characters. 

67 79 76 79 82 67 79 68 69 77 65 84 82 73 88 

C   O   L   O   R   C   O   D   E   M A   T   R   I   X 

4) Step 4: ASCII equivalent numbers with the digits 

of the Armstrong numbers. 

5) Step 5: Transform that Matrix format. 

6) Step 6: The encrypted data is as follows 

8458, 45345, 285458, 12733, 731139, 475545, 34422, 

226252, 1515258, 8079, 4347, 27399. 

1) Decryption Phrase Starts Here: 

1) Step 1: Validating the receiver  

Color code is used for verification problem. The receiver 

needs to read required data then he must be verified user and 

for that he have to decrypt the encrypted color using 

following method by subtracting key values, key values will 

get subtracted from specific format.  

2) Step 2: Decryption of cipher data to get plain 

message is as follows: By obtaining the inverse of 

their encoding matrix. 

 D=B^-1 

3) Step3: Multiplication of the decoding code matrix 

with the encrypted data is as follows: 

 D X C 

4) Step 4: Armstrong numbers are get this digits are 

subtracted. 

5) Step 5: Attainment of the ASCII equivalent values 

of each characters of given data 

67 79 76 79   82 67 79 68 69 77 65 84 82 73 88 

C   O   L   O   R   C   O   D   E   M   A   T   R   I   X 

2) Superior Case: 

There may occur a condition were Armstrong number 

contains zero as one of the digit of number. In this phase, 

inverse matrix cannot be taken. So here use Uni-modular 

matrix. 

IV. RESULT 

In this project authentication is done by using colors. The 

range of the color in between 20 to 224. It uses 24 or 8Bits 

for color. For encryption it uses three key values this color 

act as password. To increase power of the algorithm 4 digits 

Armstrong number is used for encryption and decryption, 

interval of the Armstrong number can be raised as per the 

user’s need. When user send message to the particular 

organization or office. Then the message is encrypted by 

using RSA and it form the matrix of Armstrong no and RGB 

color code. And the Matrix will be calculated. This 

calculated value send to the receiver. Then, receiver also 

wants to decrypt the text using Decryption standard and 

AES algorithm. And the message comes into its original 

form. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The problem of security of secret text is talked. Hence this 

technique is proposed in which Armstrong numbers are used 

instead of prime numbers to provide extra security. Military, 

government the confidential areas are targeted by the system 

where data security is given extra importance of given 

technique.  Colors, crucial keys and Armstrong numbers 

which are three set of keys in this method be sure that there 

is protected message or data transmission and is available to 

authorized person. 
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